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ABSTRACT 

Diseases in fruit cause devastating problem in production and availability. The classical approach of fruit disease recognition is based on the naked eye 

observation by experts. Detection of defects is still problematic due to the natural variability of colour in different types of fruits, high variance of 

defect types, and presence of stem/calyx. In this paper, a framework for the recognition of fruit diseases is proposed.Image Processing is basically 

processing of images using certain mathematical operation by using any form of signal processing method.  

 

The input of image processing can be images, videos, series of image etc. The output of image will be either image of some characteristics related to 

images. Mostly the image in image processing are treated as two dimensional image but it can also be treated as three dimensional image. In this paper 

we are trying to identify diseases in fruits using captured images. It will basically reduce the human effort. Efficient and accurate recognition of fruits 

andvegetables from the images is one of the major challenges for computers.  

 

In this paper, we introduce a framework for thefruit and vegetable recognition problem which takes the images of fruits and vegetables as input and 

returns types offruits and its diseases as output. It is hard for human to identify thefruit disease just byseeing. For probing we don’t need to dichotomise 

the fruits. In this first we will capture the image of a diseased fruit and we will train the ma- chinethat this type of image is diseased fruit. After this if 

we capture image and show to our machine it will identify the disease of fruit. It will also tell which disease it is having and counter measures to keep a 

check on such diseases 
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INTRODUCTION 

India has a moment rank in the generation of natural product. Agribusiness is a noteworthy division of Indian economy since it contributes 17 percent 

of the aggregate Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of India and gives the work to more than 60 percent populace. Reliably gigantic measures of natural 

products are conveyed and procured all through world. To convey extraordinary nature of items it is vital to find dis- eases in organic products.  

 

The conventional philosophy for ailments identification and distinguishing proof of organic product relies on upon the uncovered eye recognition by 

the masters yet in some making countries, directing authorities are exorbitant and dull as a result of the far away territories of their accessibility.  

 

Programmed distinguishing proof of organic product infections is pivotal to thusly recognise the signs of ailments as appropriate on time as they appear 

in creating normal item. Location of infection is still a testing undertaking in light of normal changeability of skin shading in various sorts of apples. To 

implement Image Processing Using MATLAB with Algorithms which combines Gray Level Co Occurrence Matrix and Extended KNN in order to 

create an Effective Colour, Shape and Texture Identification of Fruit Diseases. 

 

1.1. Construction of |References 

 

“Computer Based Classification of Diseased Fruitusing K-Means and Support Vector Machine” 

 

Units play a major role in both the agriculture andindustrial sectors. Many farmers in India depend on fruitfarming. As exporting fruits to other 

countries make huge profitsin the industrial sector, many industries export fruits to othercountries.  

 

Diseased fruits can spread its disease to other fruitsand leads to damage to other fruits. During the export of fruits, ifdiseased fruits get packed along 

with fresh fruits, then other fruitsalso get damaged and leads to a huge loss.  

 

Classification of diseased and non-diseased fruits should be done to avoid losses. Manual classification of fruits is a very difficult task and 

alsoconsumes more time. Here, an automatic detection of diseased fruits with Sobel edge detection and support vector machine proposed, which gives 

an accuracy of 92% in classifying the diseased and non-diseased fruit. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM  

Application can be used: To identify fruits by farmers, grocery buyers etc. Used in agriculture and food industry. We can achieve the following goals.  
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1. Correctness: Fruits can correctly classified.  

2. Availability: Availability of Disease Identification for the masses  

3. Reduced Human Effort: It helps in reducing human efforts for disease classification in fruits. 

4. Cost Effective: The application is quite cost effective. 

 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Fig No 1.- System Architecture 

System architecture is the structure of an IT system. The architecture of complex systems such as an organization is most typically referred to as 

business architecture or enterprise architecture. System architecture defines the structure of a software system  

PREPROCESSING TECHNIQUES FOR DISEASED FRUIT 

Preprocessing techniques are used to improve the quality of capturedimage. In this step remove noise caused by dust, dewdrops, insect be present on 

the plant. In image enhancement enhance the whole image or enhance interested region of the image. Image restoration in this process we are trying to 

restore blur or missing part of the image in further processing. This preprocessing step includes normalizing the intensity, removing background noise, 

masking portion of image, contrast improvement, image resizing, image smoothing, brightness enhancement, Histogram equalization and shadow 

removal activities etc. 

ALGORITHM (SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE) 

SVM Classifier, or SVM, is a prominent Supervised Learning technique that is used for both classification and regression issues. However, it is mostly 

utilized in Machine Learning for Classification difficulties. The SVM algorithm's purpose is to find the optimum line or decision boundary for 

categorizing n-dimensional space so that we may simply place fresh data points in the correct category as in later. A hyperplane is the optimal choice 

boundary. SVM selects the extreme points/vectors that aid in the creation of the hyperplane. These extreme examples are referred to as support vectors, 

and the technique is known as the SVM Classifier. 

RESULT 

Fig No 2:- Project Output 

CONCLUSION 

This paper introduces and evaluates an approach to detect fruits diseases using images. The described formats operates in following in three steps. The 

steps are segmentation, feature extraction, classification. Segmentation is done using different K means implementation. We extracted some state-of-art 

colour, texture and shape features from the image and fused them together. The fusion of colour, shapes and texture information makes the resultant 

feature more discriminative than colour and texture feature individually. 
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